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Auditing Fee Donation 

As you know, I’ll be donating all auditing fees to your barn or association. You can certainly 
keep our clinic private (closed to auditors) but if you decide to open it to outside 
participants you can set and collect all auditing fees. Most groups tend to offer the 
following three options: 

• $25 per day to audit the mounted lessons or workshop 
• $35 per day to audit the mounted lessons and workshop 
• $50 to audit two full days (all mounted lessons and both workshops) 

The more effort your riders put into promoting our clinic the more auditors you’ll likely get.  
With this in mind you might wish to consider the following: 

• Invite the riders from you local barns - even those that ride different disciplines 
• Invite local association like the USHJA, 4H, Dressage Association or Equine colleges 
• Hang promotional posters at your local horse shows, tack and fee stores 
• Invite dad’s golfing friends and mom’s tennis group (other athletes get nervous too!) 

Sponsors 

You may wish to reach out into the community for sponsors to help make our clinic special. 
Perhaps a local restaurant or supermarket would like to donate meals, veggie trays or 
beverages? You can then charge a fee for the meal and keep the money earned. In 
exchange you could display a poster of the business or handout their business cards 

Can you hear me now? 

It’s very important to me that the riders, auditors, parents, trainers, etc. can hear me while 
teaching. To make sure this happens I’ll be using a portable voice amplifier during our 
mounted lessons. It does a great job, even on windy days. If your facility has a wireless mic 
I’ll be very happy to use it - but I’ll keep my system with me just incase we need it.
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Our Horses 

Pressure Proof jumping clinics are designed to 
teach riders the mental skills needed to stay calm, 
focused and positive - especially when nervous, 
pressured, distracted, rushed or after making a 
mistake - all while riding a challenging course of 
fences! These are certainly difficult clinics but they 
deliver the wonderfully positive message that self 
believe, self-esteem, confidence, willpower and 
developing a never give-up attitude can take us 
from simply doing what we love to loving what we 
do. The idea of behind these special clinics is: 

Good Physical + Good Mental = Great Riders 

Because of the challenging nature of our clinic it’s 
very important that all horses be willing and well-
behaved. This clinic is designed to teach riders  to 
stay positive and focused under mental pressure 
(like focusing on the present instead of the past 
or recovering after making a mistake), but it’s not 
designed to teach a rider how to overcome the 
fear of a horse who rushes, refuses or otherwise 
makes them nervous or fearful. Unfortunately, if a 
horse continually challenges a rider in this way, I 
may need to excuse them from our clinic so that 
we don’t risk the safety of the rider or the training 
of the horse. 

A little help here… 

I will need the assistance of two scribes who can 
work with me for the three hours of our mounted 
lessons. Our scribes don’t need to have any 
experience, but they do need to be familiar with 
jumping (i.e. know what a chip or long-spot is). It’s 
important that they be free for the entire three 
hours (i.e. parents who need to help a daughter 
prepare her horse should not be our scribe). 
Trainers make wonderful scribes (as long as 
they're not too busy!) because they spend the 
entire time with me - meaning I can teach them 
the intricacies of the clinics. Auditors also enjoy 
being scribes because they feel like they’re a part 
of the action. I will provide all the required scribe 
sheets, clipboard and pens.
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